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Shifting landscapes of human MTHFR missense-variant effects
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Summary
Most rare clinical missense variants cannot currently be classified as pathogenic or benign. Deficiency in human 5,10-methylenetetra-

hydrofolate reductase (MTHFR), themost common inherited disorder of folatemetabolism, is caused primarily by raremissense variants.

Further complicating variant interpretation, variant impacts often depend on environment. An important example of this phenomenon

is the MTHFR variant p.Ala222Val (c.665C>T), which is carried by half of all humans and has a phenotypic impact that depends on

dietary folate. Here we describe the results of 98,336 variant functional-impact assays, covering nearly all possible MTHFR amino

acid substitutions in four folinate environments, each in the presence and absence of p.Ala222Val. The resulting atlas of MTHFR variant

effects reveals many complex dependencies on both folinate and p.Ala222Val. MTHFR atlas scores can distinguish pathogenic from

benign variants and, among individuals with severe MTHFR deficiency, correlate with age of disease onset. Providing a powerful tool

for understanding structure-function relationships, the atlas suggests a role for a disordered loop in retaining cofactor at the active

site and identifies variants that enable escape of inhibition by S-adenosylmethionine. Thus, amodel based on eightMTHFR variant effect

maps illustrates how shifting landscapes of environment- and genetic-background-dependent missense variation can inform our clin-

ical, structural, and functional understanding of MTHFR deficiency.
Introduction

A major challenge in relating genomes to traits is the phe-

nomenon of incomplete penetrance, or ‘‘genetic resil-

ience.’’1 In humans, it has long been known that the

impact of disease-causing variants differs between individ-

uals. For example, 30%–40% of individuals with patho-

genic BRCA1 variants remain free from breast and ovarian

cancer throughout their lifetimes.2 Explanations for

incomplete penetrance can include environmental effects

that trigger, mediate, or suppress the effects of an allele,

e.g., exposure to ionizing radiation3 or genetic interactions

(when one allele has a surprising effect on the impact of

another4,5). Although the dependence of variant effects

on environment and genetic background can be complex,

these can often be modeled via cell-based assays.6

Clinical variant interpretation,7,8 which weighs available

evidence to classify pathogenicity, places a high weight on

the results of functional assays.7 However, cell-based func-

tional assays are resource intensive and are usually lacking

for newly discovered variants, and the majority of all

missense variants are classified as variants of uncertain sig-

nificance (VUS).9 It is increasingly clear that testing variant

functions ‘‘reactively’’ (only after first observing the variant

in a human) cannot keep pace. A more ‘‘proactive’’

approach, in which multiplexed assays of variant effect
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(MAVEs) are applied to systematically test variants in dis-

ease-associated genes, is emerging; such variants include

missense variants not yet seen in any human,10,11 e.g., for

cystathionine beta-synthase (CBS)12 and calmodulin.10

Here, we examine the human gene MTHFR, encoding

5,10-methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase, a key enzyme

in the one-carbon metabolism pathway that includes the

essential folate and methionine cycles. Severe MTHFR defi-

ciency (MIM:236250), themost common inherited disorder

of folate metabolism, has been described in more than 200

individuals,13 most of whom were diagnosed in infancy.14

Primarily a disease of the central nervous system, it can

also result in thromboembolismor eye disease.15 In older in-

dividuals, ataxic gait, psychiatric disorders, and symptoms

related to cerebrovascular events have been reported.16,17

Biochemically, severe MTHFR deficiency is associated

with massive accumulation of homocysteine in the blood

(hyperhomocysteinemia), i.e., plasma homocysteine

elevated up to 60–320 mM; reference range typically

5–15 mM) together with low or low-normal plasma methio-

nine.18 In contrast to severe deficiency, some variants in

MTHFR yield mild hyperhomocysteinemia (15–30 mM),

which increases the risk of neural-tube birth defects and

has been reported to increase the risk of cardiovascular

disease,19,20 although the latter association is controver-

sial,21,22 and of neural-tube birth defects.23,24 Dietary
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supplementation with folinate can remediate symptoms for

mild hyperhomocysteinemia cases.25

MTHFR is most widely known because of the common

variant p.Ala222Val, which is carried by roughly half of

all humans (global allele frequency 31%, gnomAD26,27).

This variant, which corresponds to c.665C>T (sometimes

noted as ‘‘c.677C>T’’ on the basis of outdated coding

sequence annotation), decreases MTHFR’s thermostability

and affinity to flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) and

yields reduced enzyme activity at low substrate availabil-

ity.28–32 The modestly increased plasma homocysteine

levels associated with p.Ala222Val are readily ameliorated

by increased dietary folate.25 Although pregnant women

who are homozygous for c.665C>T (p.Ala222Val) are

advised to follow a high-folate diet to avoid neural-tube

birth defects, this advice is commonly given to all preg-

nant women irrespective of p.Ala222Val status, and

whether there are broader health effects of the p.Ala222Val

variant remains controversial.33 However, approximately

one-third of rare or private variants in MTHFR occur in

cis with p.Ala222Val, and the extent to which p.Ala222Val

modulates the effects of other MTHFR variants or their

responsiveness to folinate supplementation is unclear,

further complicating MTHFR variant interpretation.

Here we applied multiplexed assays to generate an atlas

of the impacts of MTHFR variants across environmental

and genetic contexts.

Material and Methods

Overview of multiplexed measurements of MTHFR-

variant effects
Here we provide an overview of the methods used for MTHFR

variant effect mapping and follow it with additional detail.

Functionally testing all possible amino acid substitutions in a

target protein demands a scalable assay. Here we took advantage

of the fact that S. cerevisiae yeast strains lacking the MTHFR ortho-

log MET13 normally cannot grow without supplemented methio-

nine but are rescued by expression of human MTHFR.30 Because

yeast (unlike humans) can synthesize folate, we used an extension

of this assay in which yeast FOL3 is also deleted, enabling external

control of intracellular folate via titration of folinate (5-formyl-tet-

rahydrofolate) in growth media.34

Using the coding sequence of the canonical splice isoform of

MTHFR (Ensembl: ENST00000376590.9; GenBank: NM_005957.

5), we produced mutagenized cDNA libraries from both reference

("wildtype," or WT) and p.Ala222Val variant templates. Each

variant should be sufficiently well represented in its library to

enable accurate measurement of variant frequency, but we also

wanted to limit the number of variants per clone. We therefore

generated multiple full-length cDNA libraries, each targeted by

oligo-directed mutagenesis in a different region. MTHFR mutant

libraries for each of four regions in each of the two genetic back-

grounds were separately cloned en masse into yeast expression vec-

tors and transformed into the assay strain described below.

Each of the pools of MTHFR-variant-expressing yeast strains was

grown both with methionine supplementation (the non-selective

condition) and without (selective condition), at each of four

different concentrations of folinate (12.5, 25, 100, and 200 mg/mL).
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We assessed variant effects by using the TileSeq approach, which

involves extracting DNA corresponding to the target gene locus

from pooled cells and sequencing segments of the target gene

(‘‘tiles’’) at a depth (typically >2M reads) sufficient for the ‘‘allele

frequency’’ of each variant to be estimated and compared between

the selected and unselected cell populations. An advantage of us-

ing short (�130 nt) tiles is that both strands can be sequenced on

an economical short-read sequencing platform, which in turn en-

ables greatly reduced base-calling error and accurate estimates of

low (parts per million) allele frequencies. A disadvantage is that

any given clone might carry additional unseen variations outside

of the sequenced tile. However, one can robustly estimate the un-

derlying frequencies of alleles by maintaining pool complexity

that is sufficiently high for the average impact of additional un-

seen variation to be relatively constant for all variants. It has

been previously shown that TileSeq can measure variant effects

with an accuracy on par with that of approaches based on full-

length clone sequencing.10

The use of regional mutagenesis in combination with TileSeq

overcomes the challenges presented by longer proteins, in which

it is difficult both to have a modest number of mutations per clone

and to represent each variant at frequencies distinguishable from

random errors arising from amplification and sequencing.

A functionality score and associated measurement error was

derived for each variant (see supplemental methods A) in each fo-

linate concentration and genetic background. Becausemutagenesis

and selection were carried out separately for each region, scores

from each region were rescaled before they were combined into a

single overall variant effect map (see supplemental methods A).
MTHFR assay strain and validation
The yeast strain (MATa fol3D::KanMX met13D::KanMX his3D1

lys2D0 leu2D0 ura3D0), MTHFR ORF clone (Ensembl:

ENST00000376590.9; GenBank: NM_005957.5, corresponding to

UniProt: P42898-1), and variant p.Ala222Val clone that we used

for the complementation assay, as previously described,34 were

kindly provided by Dr. Jasper Rine. We subclonedWT and mutant

MTHFR ORFs into a Gateway-compatible yeast expression vector

pHYC-Dest2 (CEN/ARS-based, ADH1 promoter, and LEU2marker)

to enable large-scale complementation.

We validated our implementation of this system in low-

throughput liquid growth assays (by using a Tecan microplate

reader) and evaluated MTHFR WT, p.Ala222Val, and null controls

at six different levels of folinate supplementation (0, 6.25, 12.5,

25, 50, and 100 mg/mL). The growth assay confirmed that human

MTHFR complements loss of yeast MET13 and that the

p.Ala222Val variant displays a modest fitness defect, which

increased in severity at diminished folinate concentrations

(Figure S1A).
Mutagenized library construction
We used the POPCode (Precision Oligo-Pool Based Code Alter-

ation) method to generate codon-randomized MTHFR variant li-

braries.10 BecauseMTHFR (1971 bp) is longer than any gene previ-

ously mutagenized with POPCode, mutagenesis was performed

regionally: the coding sequence was subdivided into four regions

for the purpose of mutagenesis, such that four full-length MTHFR

libraries in which each region has been targeted in turn for

random codon mutagenesis were generated. In brief, 28–38 bp ol-

igonucleotides, carrying centrally located NNK-degenerate co-

dons, were designed along the entire length of the MTHFR ORF.
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Oligos for each region were combined to produce four regional

oligo pools. Uracilated full-length WT MTHFR (or p.Ala222Val

MTHFR) was used as the template, and four separate annealing re-

actions (involving Kapa HiFi Uracilþ DNA polymerase [KapaBio-

systems] and a mix of dNTP/dUTP) were set up with the regional

oligos. Once the oligos had annealed, the gaps were filled in via

KAPA HiFi Uracilþ DNA polymerase (Kapa Biosystems), and nicks

were sealed with Taq DNA ligase (NEB). The original uracilated

template was then degraded with Uracil-DNA-Glycosylase (UDG)

(NEB), and the newly synthesized mutagenized strand was ampli-

fied through the use of primers containing attB sites. We then

transferred the PCR product thus generated en masse into

pDONR223 via Gateway BP reactions to generate Entry clones

(we pooled 100,000 clones per library to maintain complexity).

Subsequently, we transferred the Entry libraries into a pHYC-

Dest2 expression vector by using en masse Gateway LR reactions

(we pooled �300,000 clones to maintain complexity) to enable

yeast expression. These regionally mutagenized expression li-

braries were then each transformed into the S. cerevisiae met13fol3

strain. Then, in order to maintain high complexity, we pooled at

least 300,000 clones to generate regional host libraries.
Multiplexed assay for MTHFR variant function
The underlying yeast-based functional complementation assay of

MTHFR has previously been established by Marini and col-

leagues34 for the evaluation of individual variants. Details are pro-

vided here for high-throughput complementation screening: in

brief, for each region plasmids were extracted from two �2.7 3

108 cell pellets of the S. cerevisiae met13 fol3 regional transformant

pools, yielding�300,000 total transformants. These plasmid prep-

arations were used for downstream tiling PCR. These two plasmid

pools served as the two biological replicates for the non-selective

condition.

We washed approximately 3 3 108 cells from the regional trans-

formant pools three times to eliminate any residual methionine

and subsequently inoculated the cells into selective media. We

used synthetic complete (SC) media without leucine (USBiological)

(to ensure plasmid retention) as the nonselective growthmedia. For

selective media, we used synthetic defined (SD) media lacking

methionine; this was made with a yeast nitrogen base lacking vita-

mins or amino acids (US Biological). To relieve auxotrophies in the

mutant strain, we supplemented the selective media with standard

concentrations of histidine, lysine, uracil, and all other vitamins

except folinic acid. We then added folinate to the selective media

at four different concentrations: 12.5, 25, 100, and 200 mg/mL.

For each of the eight pooled complementation assays (four foli-

nate concentrations for each of two genetic backgrounds), two

replicates of cells in selective media were allowed to grow to full

density (5–6 doublings) with shaking at 30�C. 2.7 3 108 cells

were harvested from each replicate, and plasmid DNA was ex-

tracted from these cells. This DNAwas subsequently used as a tem-

plate for tiling PCR. In parallel, the met13 fol3 strain was similarly

transformed with the WT ORF, and this control strain was grown

in 10 mL nonselective and selective media alongside the regional

pools to serve as WT controls.
Sequencing and scoring strategy
We used the previously described TileSeq strategy for reading out

the effects of selection.10 MTHFR was divided into four regions

for separate mutagenesis and selection; each region was subdi-

vided into tiles for sequencing-based measurement of variant fre-
The Americ
quencies (for a total of 19 tiles). Each tile was short enough to

enable full-length sequencing of both strands to achieve low-

base-calling error and thus enable accurate measurement of

extremely low (parts-per-million) variant frequencies. Each region

consisted of four to six tiles (R1: four tiles, R2: four tiles, R3: five

tiles and R4: six tiles). For each of the plasmid libraries from

non-selective and selective pools, tiling PCR was performed as pre-

viously described.10,12 In brief, each tile was amplified with

primers carrying a binding site for Illumina sequencing adapters.

These first-step amplicons were then indexed with Illumina

sequencing adapters in the second-step PCR. Paired-end

sequencing was performed with an Illumina NextSeq 500 via a

NextSeq 500/550 High Output Kit v2 on every tile from all condi-

tions and from the WT control. The relative abundance of each li-

brary was adjusted so that there was a sequencing depth of �2

million reads for each tile.

TileSeq read data were processed as previously described.10,12 In

brief, conditions were demultiplexed with Illumina bcl2fastq.

Variant allele frequencies in each condition were calculated via

the tileseq_package, which uses bowtie235 to align each read pair

to the template and call mutations when both reads for each tile

agree on its presence. Across all tiles, 99.1% of the reads could

be mapped to the template, and 87.5% of read-pairs agreed on

all variants called. Variants with disagreement within a read pair

were treated as wildtype. Counting and sequencing-depth normal-

ization were performed with custom software (tileseq_package

v1.5, see code availability section). This yielded variant frequency

data for each condition and replicate. Extrapolating from the mu-

tations observed in each tile, we estimated an average of 0.93,

0.86, 0.8, and 0.71 codon changes per clone for regions 1–4,

respectively, and also modeled the distribution of numbers of

codon changes per clone expected under a Poisson distribution

(Figure S2). Raw fitness values were calculated from the

sequencing reads as previously descibed10,12 with the tileseqMave

pipeline (see ‘‘data and code availability’’). Here, we updated tile-

seqMave to allow scores from each region to be separately rescaled,

such that the scores of zero and one were defined by the respective

modes of nonsense and synonymous variants. See supplemental

methods A for analysis details.
Structure modeling and determination of binding-site

residues
To obtain a structural model of MTHFR, including all relevant

binding sites, we used OpenPyMol to generate a structural align-

ment between the human MTHFR structure obtained from

Froese and colleagues36 (PDB:6FCX) and its E. coli ortholog bound

to the substrate proxy LY309887 by Pejchal and colleagues37

(PDB:2FMN). We then extracted lists of all residues within 5Å

from LY309887, from FAD, and from SAH, as well as from the

dimerization interface.
Modeling dependence of variant functionality on

folinate and p.Ala222Val
A full description of the modeling approach can be found in sup-

plemental methods B. In brief, the response of each variant to fo-

linate supplementation was modeled via a parsimonious linear

function that expresses the functionality score at a given concen-

tration in terms of a base functionality and a folinate response

parameter. The maximum likelihood model for each variant was

determined and compared with the corresponding null model,

which assumes no supplementation response. This null-model
an Journal of Human Genetics 108, 1283–1300, July 1, 2021 1285



likelihood allows for the determination of a log likelihood ratio

(LLR) expressing how much more likely the supplementation

response model is compared to the null model. We used a similar

approach to model the genetic interaction between a variant and

p.Ala222Val. To obtain log likelihood ratio of genetic interaction

(LLRg) values, we first expressed the expected double-mutant

functionality score via polynomial regression between the func-

tionality scores in the WT and p.Ala222Val backgrounds. We

then derived folinate-independent and folinate-dependent

models of the score expected for the combination of each variant

with p.Ala222Val and subsequently estimated maximum likeli-

hood and LLRg as we did for LLR.

Identification of p.Ala222Val suppressor variants
To identify genetic suppressors of p.Ala222Val, we first established

the distribution of synonymous variants in the p.Ala222Val back-

ground and calculated their 95th percentiles in each tested foli-

nate concentration. These correspond to the functionality score

threshold above which a variant is likely to exhibit p.Ala222Val-

like functionality less than 5% of the time (i.e., the threshold

achieving an empirical p < .05 in a one-tailed test). We then

searched for variants that achieved a good fit in the genetic inter-

action model (log likelihood > �8) and had a greater than 95%

posterior probability of a positive genetic interaction (either foli-

nate-dependent or -independent). We then checked which of

these variants achieved double-mutant functionality scores that

fell above the aforementioned synonymous threshold at low foli-

nate (12.5 mg/mL), high folinate (200 mg/mL), or all folinate

concentrations.

Molecular dynamics simulation of the FAD binding site
We used AmberModeler 9.24 to performmolecular-dynamics sim-

ulations on the structural model described above. The distances

between FAD, Trp165, and the active site for each simulation

frame were calculated and analyzed with custom R code (see

‘‘data and code availability’’ section). A Markov Model of the

detailed molecular interaction was also created with custom R

code. A detailed description of this analysis can be found in sup-

plemental methods C.

Identification of hypercomplementing variants
To determine the set of hypercomplementing variants, we first

determined the distribution of base functionality scores of all

measured synonymous variants in the WT background. Then,

for all missense variants with base functionality greater than 1

(¼ WT-like), we used Welch’s t test (incorporating each variant’s

mean, standard deviation and number of replicates) to determine

whether their functionality was significantly greater than the dis-

tribution of the synonymous variant. We used Benjamini & Hoch-

berg’s FDR correction method38 to correct p values for multiple-

hypothesis testing and selected variants that achieved FDR < 5%.

In vitro assay for MTHFR activity
To test whether variants had an effect on MTHFR activity, and

whether these effects were altered by FAD or S-adenosylmethionine

(SAM) supplementation, we used an in vitro assay as previously

described;39,40weused293Tcells (ATCC:CRL-3216)modifiedbyge-

netic editing toharborMTHFRknock-out (KO)or specificvariants.41

In MTHFR-KO 293T cells, specific activity was measured after trans-

fection with empty vector (pcDNA-C-Flag-LIC), vector harboring

WTMTHFR (corresponding to GenBank: NM_005957.5), or variant
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MTHFR constructs generated by site-directed mutagenesis.31 The

assay was performed in 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH

6.6) under saturating substrate concentrations (100 mM methyle-

neTHF; 200 mM NADPH) in the absence or presence of 75 mM FAD

(for FAD responsiveness studies) or in the presence of 75 mMFAD af-

ter preincubation for 5min at 37�Cwithpurified SAM42 (for SAM in-

hibition studies). TheKi for SAMwas estimated from a plot of inhib-

itor versus response and a four-parameter curve fit (GraphPad Prism

v8.00). For heat-treatment studies, samples were incubated at 46�C
for 5 min before the assay, either without FAD supplementation or

with 75mMFADsupplemented either before or after heat treatment,

as described.40

Benchmark reference variant sets
To evaluate the ability of map scores to predict variant pathoge-

nicity (and ultimately individual phenotypes), we needed to estab-

lish positive and negative variant reference sets. A full description

of the process can be found in supplemental methods D. In brief,

for the positive reference set, hyperhomocysteinemia case geno-

types and phenotypes were assembled largely from previous pub-

lications.13,43 Variants that were seen more often in early-onset

than late-onset cases were included in the ‘‘early-onset positive

reference set’’ (comprising 30 variants), whereas variants that

weremore often observed in late-onset cases than early-onset cases

were included in the ‘‘late-onset reference set’’ (comprising 40 var-

iants). Ties were excluded.

To obtain a random reference variant set, we accessed gno-

mAD26,27 (a collection of genotypes meant to be comprised pri-

marily of unaffected individuals) and filtered for missense MTHFR

variants that fulfilled one of the two following criteria to enrich for

variants likely to be benign: (i) the global minor-allele frequency is

above 1 in 10,000; or (ii) at least one homozygous case has been

observed. Full details of the filtering steps can be found in supple-

mental methods E.

Determining a log-likelihood ratio of pathogenicity for

each variant
The evaluation against reference sets showed that functionality

scores in the catalytic and regulatory domains were not on a com-

parable scale in terms of predicting variant pathogenicity. It is

perhaps not surprising that the extent to which cells rely on

each of MTHFR’s functions differs between humans and yeast.

Separately for each of these domains, we implemented a transfor-

mation function to represent variant effects in terms of the

strength of evidence for and against pathogenicity, that is, a log-

likelihood ratio of pathogenicity (LLRp). To this end, we used the

distributions of functionality scores for the positive and random

reference sets for both the best-performing experimental map

(p.Ala222Val background at 25 mg/mL folinate) and for the linear

model with best-performing parameters (WT background at

120 mg/mL folinate; see Figure 6A) to construct likelihood ratios,

while considering catalytic and regulatory domains separately.

The details of the underlying calculations can be found in supple-

mental methods F.

Assigning personalized MTHFR functionality scores to

diploid genotypes
As a positive reference set of diploid genotypes, we extracted from

our literature-curated table cases that featured at least one

missense variant and provided information both about age of

onset and p.Ala222Val status. As a random reference set, we
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Figure 1. Overview of variant-effect-
map generation and validation
(A) The variant-effect mapping process.
(B) Distribution of scores for synonymous,
nonsense, andmissense variants in theWT
background at 12.5 mg/mL folinate supple-
mentation.
(C) The behavior of p.Ala222Val across fo-
linate concentrations. Error bars corre-
spond to SEM.
(D) Folinate dependence is shown for the
variant p.Ala461Ser in both WT (single
mutant, black) and p.Ala222Val (double
mutant, blue) backgrounds. Data points
are colored according to genetic back-
ground, and error bars represent SEM.
Lines show best fitting models (parameters
at right). The orange line indicates the dou-
ble-mutant behavior expected on the basis
of the polynomial regression model. The
red and green dotted lines represent typical
null-like and WT-like scores, respectively.
Single- and double-mutant modeling equa-
tions are shown at the bottom.
obtained individuals from 1000 Genomes Phase III for which

phased genotypes at the p.Ala222Val locus were available and

selected individuals with at least one missense variant.

To provide models of the relationship between diploid genotype

and phenotype, we defined four different models of increasing

complexity. All models involved converting functionality scores

for each allele into log-likelihood ratios of pathogenicity (as above)

by using the appropriate transformation depending on whether

the variant fell within the catalytic or regulatory region as

defined above. To reflect the recessive nature of MTHFR deficiency,

we assigned a diploid genotype to the lowest (least likely to be

pathogenic) LLRp of the two alleles. The first model (M1) interprets

variants as if they were in the WT background, whereas the

second model (M2) accounts for genetic interaction. The third

model (M3) accounts for an additional in cis common variant,

p.Glu429Ala (E429A) and its genetic interaction with p.Ala222Val.

A formal description of the models can be found in Supplemental

Methods G.
Results

Applying a scalable functional assay to MTHFR missense

variants

Functionally testing all possible amino acid substitutions

demands a scalable assay, which was offered by the fact

that human MTHFR expression allows S. cerevisiae lacking

the MTHFR ortholog MET13 to grow without supple-

mented methionine.30 Because yeast (unlike humans)

can synthesize folate, we used a variant of this assay34

enabling external control of intracellular folate via titra-

tion of folinate in growth media. After validating the sys-

tem (Figure S1A), we producedmutagenized cDNA libraries

from both reference ("wild-type" ; WT) and p.Ala222Val
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variant templates. We generated mul-

tiple full-length cDNA libraries, each

targeted by oligo-directed mutagen-
esis in one of four regions. (See material and methods for

details).

Mutagenized libraries for each region in both WT and

p.Ala222Val backgrounds were cloned en masse into yeast

expression vectors and transformed into the assay strain

(Figure 1A). Each of the resulting strain pools was grown

in selective and non-selective conditions at each of four

different concentrations of folinate (12.5, 25, 100, and

200 mg/mL). Relative abundance of variants in each post-

growth pool was assessed via �2 million sequencing reads

from the mutagenized region of each library. (See material

and methods for details).

A functionality score and associated measurement error

was derived for each variant in each folinate concentration

and genetic background. After filtering out scores for amino

acid substitutions that were poorly measured (e.g., because

they were not well represented in the non-selective library),

we obtained scores for 91% (50.3%) and 88% (50.8%) of

the 13,776 possible mutational outcomes (amino acid

changes, nonsense or synonymous) in WT and p.Ala

222Val-background MTHFR, respectively (scores were aver-

aged across folinate conditions; see Table S1 for details).

Functionality scores were rescaled such that a score of 0 cor-

responds to a complete loss of function and a score of 1 cor-

responds toWT-like growth, thus yielding an atlas of 98,336

MTHFR-missense-variant effect scores, collectedacross eight

different environmental/genetic contexts.

Functionality scores of synonymous and nonsense vari-

ants were generally well separated from one another, and

the distribution of missense-variant functionality scores

appeared to be bimodal (Figure 1B), indicating that many

MTHFR missense variants have either all or no function
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and that a minority have intermediate effects (see material

and methods for details).

The known hypomorphic p.Ala222Val variant was

scored at 41.8% of WT functionality in the lowest folinate

condition; this score increased with folinate concentration

(Figure 1C), consistent with previous reports that

p.Ala222Val has reduced WT enzymatic activity and is

remediable by folinate supplementation.28,29,44 A large

fraction of other variants were less functional in the

p.Ala222Val background than in the WT background.

Among 11,902 missense variants measured in the maps,

5,836 were significantly less functional in the p.Ala222Val

background (Welch test with FDR q < 0.05) in at least one

tested folinate concentration, and 1,203 variants were

significantly less functional in all tested concentrations.

Conversely, only 20 variants were significantly more func-

tional in p.Ala222Val in all concentrations, and 372 vari-

ants were more functional in at least one concentration

(a full list of affected variants is in Table S2). We compared

our atlas to previously published low-throughput measure-

ments of enzyme activity for seven variants in WT and

p.Ala222Val backgrounds.45 We found a high correlation

with our maps, particularly at high (200 mg/mL) folinate

levels (Spearman’s rho ¼ 0.93; Figure S1B).

Modeling ‘‘base functionality,’’ folinate response, and

genetic interaction

For each variant, we used a linear model to infer a ‘‘base

functionality’’ (folinate-independent) score (b) and a foli-

nate responsiveness score (r) to obtain well-fit models for

78% of variants (Figure S3A). An example fit is shown in

Figure 1D (black line). We also estimated the likelihood

of each variant’s model relative to a simpler control model

that did not capture folinate responsiveness. For example,

the four measurements of p.Ala222Val itself from the four

WT maps was 6 3 1014 times more likely under the linear

model (in which functionality score increased by 0.0016

for every mg/mL of folinate supplementation) than under

the best-fitting control model. As another example, our

data for p.Trp165Cys (discussed further below) are 5 3

1039 times more likely under the linear model than under

the control model, and the functionality score increases

0.0027 per mg/mL folinate. Of the 12,620 MTHFR variants

successfully modeled, we could confidently identify 895

(7%) as being folinate-responsive (Table S2). (See Supple-

mental Methods for details.)

To capture genetic interactions between each variant

and the common p.Ala222Val polymorphism (i.e., cases

where the phenotypic effects of a combination of two var-

iants deviate from expectation), we initially modeled the

expected behavior of double mutants via polynomial

regression by taking functionality scores for the two corre-

sponding single mutant scores as inputs (Figure S3B,

Figure 1D, orange line). We then modeled the genetic

interaction strength (ε) for each variant as the sum of foli-

nate-independent (εb) and folinate-dependent (εr) genetic

interaction terms. We identified all variants that confi-
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dently departed from simpler models missing all genetic

interaction or only folinate-dependent genetic interaction

terms. Of 10,136 variants modeled, we found that 3,359

(33.2%) genetically interact with p.Ala222Val; 2,839

(28%) have a folinate-independent and 521 (5.1%) have

a folinate-dependent genetic interaction (Table S2). (See

supplemental methods for details.)

The best-fit parameters from this model allow us to

describe MTHFR variants in terms of four characteristics:

(1) overall functionality of the variant, (2) impact of folinate

supplementation on variant function, and each variant’s

(3) folinate-independent and (4) folinate-dependent ge-

netic interactions with the common p.Ala222Val back-

ground. Figure 2 shows avariant effectmap for eachof these

characteristics for one segment of MTHFR (the full set of

maps over the entire protein length is shown in Figure S4).

The structural context of variant effects

Eukaryotic MTHFR has two domains connected by a short

linker sequence.36 An N-terminal catalytic domain in a

TIM-barrel fold holds FAD as a cofactor at the active site,

which is located at the top of the barrel. The C-terminal

regulatory domain includes a homodimerization interface

and a single binding site that can contain either S-adeno-

sylmethionine (SAM) or S-adenosylhomocysteine (SAH).

SAM induces a conformational change that propagates

through the MTHFR linker domain to inactivate the cata-

lytic domain.36 SAH binds competitively and blocks SAM

inhibition. A short, disordered, serine-rich region at the

N terminus harbors many phosphorylation sites that can

yield increased sensitivity to SAM inhibition.36

Substantially reduced functionality of variants in the

catalytic relative to the regulatory domain was visually

evident in every map (p < 2.2 3 10�16; Mann-Whitney

U ¼ 1 3 107). This phenomenon was also observed

(p ¼ 0.015; Mann-Whitney U ¼ 22) for the subset of vari-

ants present in a random reference cohort (see material

and methods). A greater general impact for catalytic resi-

dues is consistent with a significantly lower median allele

frequency of random reference cohort variants in the cata-

lytic domain (p ¼ 0.026; Mann-Whitney U ¼ 45) and with

the observation that 12 out of the 13 missense variants

observed to be homozygous in the random reference

cohort were located in the regulatory domain.

Residues in the protein core and at binding interfaces

were expected to be more sensitive to mutation than

non-interfacial residues at the surface. Indeed, for amino

acids with <20% solvent-accessible surface area (ASA),

the median score of substitutions was lower than that of

amino acids with >50% ASA, both in the regulatory

domain and the catalytic domain (Dmedian ¼ 0.151 and

Dmedian ¼ 0.545 and p ¼ 1.6 3 10�8 and p ¼ 5.3 3

10�12, respectively, by Mann-Whitney U test; Figure 3A).

Similarly, for amino acids within 5Å of the substrate

(5,10-methylenetetrahydrofolate) or cofactor (FAD) bind-

ing sites in the catalytic domain, substitutions showed

more severe functionality defects than did those in surface
1, 2021



Figure 2. MTHFR variant effect maps for
base functionality, folinate response, and
both folinate-independent and -depen-
dent genetic interactions with
p.Ala222Val
(A) Preview of full-sized maps.
(B) Expanded view of positions 120–200. In
descendingorder,maps represent base func-
tionality (functional impact in WT back-
ground at low folinate levels); functionality
response to folinate supplementation; and
folinate-independent; and -dependent ge-
netic interactions with p.Ala222Val. For
each map, the x axis shows MTHFR amino
acid position, and the y axis corresponds
to possible amino acid changes. Diagonal
bar sizes indicate the estimated error in the
corresponding score. Gray squares indicate
missing data, and yellow squares indicate
theWTamino acid at each position.
residues (Dmedian ¼ 0.518 and Dmedian ¼ 0.59 and p ¼
3.3 3 10�4 and p ¼ 1.4 3 10�4, respectively, by Mann-

Whitney U test). Interestingly however, residues within

5Å of bound SAH (binding at the regulatory domain) did

not exhibit lower scores than surface residues. This could

indicate that SAM suppression is not strictly required for

cell growth under the conditions of our assay. Similarly,

the scores for residues located at the dimerization interface

were no lower than scores for residues located at the re-

maining surface of the regulatory domain, which matches

previous observations that dimerization is not strictly

necessary for MTHFR function.36

The structural context of environmental and genetic

interactions

We hypothesized that folinate-responsiveness of variant ef-

fects would be enriched within the catalytic domain of

MTHFR, and this was indeed the case (OR ¼ 3.32 and p <

2.2 3 10�16, Fisher’s exact test). Folinate responsiveness

was most evident in the half of the catalytic domain that is
The American Journal of Human Ge
spatially proximal to the regulatory

domain (Figure 3B), including a promi-

nent hotspot around position 325 in

structural proximity of the folate poly-

glutamyl tail, and at position 165

within a disordered loop (explored

further below). Additional hotspots of

folinate responsiveness were also seen

at other (ordered) loop structures near

amino acid positions 200, 230, and

270, which together form a structural

cluster near the FAD binding site.

A direct comparison of base func-

tionality and responsiveness scores

(Figure 3C) for the highest-quality

models (log likelihood > �6) revealed

that hypomorphic variants are the

most likely to be responsive to foli-
nate supplementation, whereas null-like and WT-like vari-

ants were least likely to be responsive.

Assessing the tendency of different structural regions to

exhibit genetic interaction, we found the serine-rich re-

gion, along with N-terminal halves of both the catalytic

and regulatory domains, to be enriched for both folinate-

dependent and -independent genetic interactions. An

additional hotspot of folinate-independent interactions

was seen from positions 560–610, and enrichment for foli-

nate-dependent interactions was observed at positions

320–330 (Figure S3C).

To determine whether there are variants that can sup-

press the hypomorphic effects of the p.Ala222Val allele,

we sought well-modeled variants with confident positive

genetic interactions, where the double-mutant function-

ality was significantly greater than that of p.Ala222Val

alone (See material and methods for details). Of 10,136

well modeled variants, 636 (6.3%) suppressed p.Ala222Val.

These could be subdivided into 232 folinate-independent

suppressors, 385 variants that only suppressed p.Ala222Val
netics 108, 1283–1300, July 1, 2021 1289



Figure 3. Modeling folinate supplementation response and genetic interaction
(A) Median functionality scores of variants at amino acid positions with the following properties: (1) below 20% accessible surface area
(ASA) in the catalytic domain; (2) above 50%ASA in the catalytic domain; (3) within 5Å of boundMTHF; (4) within 5Å of bound FAD; (5)
below 20% ASA in the regulatory domain; (6) above 50% ASA in the regulatory domain; (7) within 5Å of bound SAH; (8) more than 20%
ASA reduction when in dimer form. p values were calculated byMann-Whitney U test. Thick and thin bars correspond tomedian, upper,
and lower quartiles, respectively.
(B) Structure visualization of MTHFR with residues colored according to the average intensity of significant folinate-responsive variants
at each position. Red positions indicate a positive folinate response, blue positions indicate a negative folinate response, and white po-
sitions indicate no response. FAD and folinate are shown in yellow and green wireframe representations.
(C) Scatterplots comparing the maximum-likelihood model base functionality (bi) and folinate-supplementation response parameters
for each variant. The red line shows a running median across the x axis (interval size 0.1); the dotted dark red, dark green, and gray lines
indicate null-like functionality, WT-like functionality, and zero response, respectively.
at low folinate levels, and 19 variants that only suppressed

at high folinate levels. Figure S3D shows the strongest sup-

pressor in each category. Considering only substitutions

that can result from a single-nucleotide substitution (and

are therefore more likely to be observed in human popula-

tions), we found 70 folinate-independent, 152 low-foli-

nate, and 10 high-folinate suppressors. (See Table S2 for

full list).

A disordered loop might serve to tether the FAD co-

factor

A crystal structure for human MTHFR had revealed an un-

conserved, disordered loop, stretching from residues 159

through 17436 within the catalytic domain, to ‘‘overhang’’

the active site (Figure 4A). Loop residues, in stark contrast

with the surrounding catalytic domain, were generally

tolerant to mutation in our atlas (Figure 4B). Although

surrounded by tolerant loop positions, the tryptophan

at position 165 showed strong and folinate-dependent

functionality defects for most amino acid replacements

(Figure 4B). Given a previously observed relationship

between folinate levels and retention of the FAD cofactor
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in the p.Ala222Val variant,28 as well as our atlas-

derived observation of folinate-dependent functionality

impacts in a loop proximal to the FAD binding site, we

wondered whether Trp165 could be important for FAD

retention in the absence of the MTHFR’s folinic-acid

derived substrate.

To explore the role of this loop more closely, we per-

formed molecular-dynamics simulations for the WT

protein, for the polar substitution p.Trp165Gln, and for

the aromatic substitution p.Trp165Tyr. Under all initial

conditions examined, Trp165 tended to associate with the

flavin group of the FAD cofactor, frequently with orienta-

tions suggesting a p-stack between aromatic rings. Consis-

tent with the functionally abnormal map scores for

p.Trp165Gln, the residue’s alpha carbon wandered signifi-

cantly more often from the FAD flavin than it did either

in the WT structure (p ¼ 0.0001, Mann-Whitney U test)

(Figure 4C) or with aromatic substitution p.Trp165Tyr

(p ¼ 0.019, Mann-Whitney U test). (See material and

methods for details).

To test the hypothesis that the loop, via Trp165 binding,

serves to retain FAD in the active site, we also evaluated the
1, 2021



Figure 4. Structural context and molecu-
lar-dynamics simulations
(A) Structural model of MTHFR’s catalytic
domain; coloring is according to median
base functionality of substitutions at each
position. Wireframe models of the folate-
analog (yellow) and FAD (green) are
shown, along with the disordered loop
(red).
(B) Heatmaps of base functionality and fo-
linate-supplementation response for disor-
dered-loop residues; colors are as in
Figure 3.
(C) Fraction of MD simulation time spent
where the residue 165 alpha carbon was
%9Å from the FAD flavin group. p values
are shown for Mann-Whitney U-tests.
(D) Fraction of simulation time spent in
states where the FAD flavin group was %
7Å from the active site center. p values are
shown for Mann-Whitney U-tests.
(E) Specific enzyme activity of WT and
Trp165 variants in the presence and
absence of FAD. Error bars show standard
deviation.
(F) Enzyme activity of WT and Trp165 var-
iants relative to enzyme activity of the
same variant in the presence of FAD. Error
bars show standard deviation.
(G) A state space and transition model of
binding modes between Trp165 and the
FAD flavin group. Circle size represents
time spent in each state, and arrow width
represents transition probability.
movements of FAD in the same set of simulations.

Although a > 7Å dislocation of FAD away from active

site was numerically more common for the aromatic

p.Trp165Tyr substitution, the difference was not signifi-

cant (p ¼ 0.15, Mann-Whitney U test). However,

FAD dislocation was significantly more common for

p.Trp165Gln than for WT (p ¼ 0.003, Mann-Whitney U

test) (Figure 4D; see material and methods for details).

Because p.Trp165Gln and other non-aromatic substitu-

tions of Trp165 exhibited a strong impact only under

low-folate conditions, we wondered whether FAD disloca-

tion is rescued by the presence of folate. Repeating our

simulations in the presence of the THF-analog

LY309887, we did observe numerically less FAD disloca-

tion for both p.Trp165Gln and p.Trp165Tyr; there was a

significant reduction for the latter (p ¼ 0.029, Mann-

Whitney U test).

We next wished to confirm the effect of thesemutants on

in vitro enzyme activity (see material and methods). Consis-

tent with our simulations, the activity assay showed that

both p.Trp165Gln and p.Trp165Tyr have reduced enzyme

activity compared to that of WT; p.Trp165Tyr was less
The American Journal of Human Ge
severely impacted (Figure 4E). In com-

parisons of in vitro activity in the pres-

ence and absence of FAD, both vari-

ants appeared to be more responsive

to FAD supplementation than was
the WT, consistent with diminished retention of endoge-

nous FAD (Figure 4F).

We also wished to examine whether these variants

affected protein stability. We assessed activity for specific

MTHFR variants after heat treatment before, after, and

without FAD supplementation. For the p.Ala222Val con-

trol, enzyme activity was completely lost and did not

recover unless FADwas supplemented before heat denatur-

ation, as expected.39 By contrast, the Trp165 variants, like

WT: (1) retained some activity after heat treatment even

without FAD supplementation, (2) retained more activity

when FAD was supplemented after heat treatment, and

(3) were completely protected by the addition of FAD

before heat treatment (Figure S5). This suggests that

Trp165 variants, consistent with their position in a flexible

loop, do not reduce protein stability overall. However, in

agreement with our simulation result, these results also

suggest that Trp165 variants affect FAD binding and that

there is a greater impact for the non-aromatic p.Trp165Gln

substitution.

To further explore the interaction between Trp165 and

FAD, we examined the MD simulations in more detail.
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Figure 5. Hypercomplementation and
loss of SAM suppression
(A) Variant effect scores for residues within
5Å of the SAM/SAHbinding site, indicating
hypomorphic (blue) and hypercomple-
menting (red) variants.
(B) Left: positions of the same residues in
the MTHFR 3D structure relative to bound
SAH.
(C and D) Enzymatic activity of
p.Ala368Gly and p.Glu463Asn when ex-
pressed in HEK293 cells. (C) Absolute activ-
ity at different concentrations of SAM and
(D) relative activity in response to
increasing concentrations of SAM are
shown. Error bars show standard
deviation.
We spatially clustered structures from all time points of the

WT simulations on the basis of the relative position and

orientation of the aromatic rings of FAD and Trp165.

This identified eight distinct binding modes (see material

and methods). We also extracted transition rates to create

a state transition model (Figure 4G), showing that all

observed states ‘‘fed into’’ two dominant modes, together

covering 96% of time points. In both dominant modes, a

p-stacking interaction between Trp165 and the flavin

group is apparent.

Together, our results indicate that this disordered loop,

in the absence of folate and via direct p-stacking interac-

tion between Trp165 and FAD’s flavin group, aids in the

retention of FAD. This role appears to be partially rescuable

by other aromatic residues at position 165. In the presence

of folate, Trp165 does not seem to be required for FAD

retention. This is most likely because folate itself, via p-

stacking interactions between the FAD flavin and the folate

pteroyl group, secures FAD in place.

Hypercomplementation points to loss of SAM

suppression

We identified 896 variants that provided growth rescue

beyond that of WT MTHFR (FDR < 5%; see material and

methods), a phenomenon previously described as ‘‘hyper-

complementation.’’10,12 Both visual inspection of the over-

all functionality map and statistical analysis showed that

the regulatory domain was enriched for hypercomplemen-

tation (OR ¼ 3.07; p ¼ 2.2 3 10�16, Fisher’s exact test; see

Figures S4 and S6A).

Hypercomplementation could arise from disruption of

the regulatory domain’s ability to suppress MTHFR upon

SAM binding, thus rendering it constitutively active. Hy-

pothesizing that amino acid changes near the SAMbinding

site are more likely to disrupt this interface, we found that
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residues whose surface areas are more

than 60% buried by SAM are more

likely to hypercomplement than other

regulatory domain residues (Fisher’s

exact test: OR ¼ 1.69, p ¼ 6.3 3 10�4,
Figure S6A). Similarly, hypothesizing that variants reducing

MTHFR’s ability to distinguish SAM from SAH would be

near the SAM methyl group, we found 16 of the 20 amino

acidswithin5Å of themethyl group tohavemultiplehyper-

complementing variants (Figures 5A and 5B). These

included Ala368, previously modeled to clash sterically

with the SAM methyl group, and Glu463, previously pre-

dicted to be required for SAM binding.36 At these two posi-

tions, the variants p.Ala368Gly and p.Glu463Asn showed

particularly strong hypercomplementation phenotypes

(Figure 5A).

To test whether p.Ala368Gly and p.Glu463Asn diminish

SAM suppression, we used an established human cell-based

assay36,39,40 to examine the forward MTHFR reaction activ-

ity for these andother variants at these aminoacidpositions

(Figures 5C and5Dand Figure S6). Activity assays of overex-

pressedproteins inMTHFR-KOHEK293cells (Figure S6) and

of endogenous proteins after genetic editing (Figures 5C

and5D) showed each variant tohaveWT-likemaximumac-

tivity (Figure 5C and Figure S6B). Although variants at

Ala368 were suppressible by increasing levels of SAM in

the same manner as the controls (Figure 5D and

Figure S6C), variants at Glu463 showed a loss of SAM sup-

pressibility (Figure 5D and Figure S6D).

MTHFR variant effect maps correlate with variant

pathogenicity

To initially assess the potential value of our atlas for clinical

variant interpretation, we examined MTHFR variants pre-

viously observed in clinical sequencing by Invitae.

Although phenotypes are not available for sequenced indi-

viduals, it is known which gene panel the physician re-

quested for sequencing. Disease-specific panels (homocys-

tinuria, fatty-acid oxidation defects, and neurometabolic

disease) yielded variants with significantly lower map



Figure 6. Evaluation of maps against
pathogenic and random reference variant
sets
(A) Area under the balanced precision-
recall-curve (AUBPRC) for all experimen-
tally measured maps and derived models
is shown against (actual or virtual) folinate
concentrations.
(B) Comparison of functionality scores in
the p.Ala222Val background and 25 mg/
mL folinate. Light green, dark green, and
red dashed lines correspond to WT-like,
p.Ala222Val-background-like, and null-
like scores, respectively. Bold and light
gray lines show medians and quartiles,
respectively. p values correspond to
Mann-Whitney U tests.
(C and D) Individual precision-recall
curves of selected maps and models, as
well as computational predictors Poly-
Phen-2, PROVEAN, CADD, Deogen2 and
SNAP2 .
(E) Distribution of log-likelihood ratios of
pathogenicity across folinate concentra-
tions in both backgrounds.
scores (Figure S7A; Mann-Whitney U test, p ¼ 0.031) than

did non-specific panels (e.g., carrier and exome screens; see

supplemental methods for details of statistical methods).

To enable assessment of the atlas, we established a

benchmark comprised of a literature-curated positive refer-

ence set of variants that appearedmost often in individuals

with early-onset homocystinuria (see material and

methods) and the above-described random reference set

of variants found in the general population. We evaluated

the area under the balanced precision recall curve

(AUBPRC; see supplemental methods H) for the following:

each individual map, maps derived from the mean of WT

and the mean of p.Ala222Val scores, and a single com-

bined map derived from an average of all maps, as well as

‘‘virtual maps’’ with interpolated scores from 0 to 200 mg/

mL folinate (Figure 6A).

Scores tended, as expected, to be lower for positive than

for random set variants but were visibly more so in the cat-

alytic than in the regulatory domain (Figure 6B). Although
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this was largely attributable to the fact

that positive reference variants had

lower scores in the catalytic than in

the regulatory domain, this was also

true for the random reference variant

scores (Mann-Whitney U test, p ¼
0.015). We found that all maps and

models performed much better for

the catalytic domain (maximum

AUBPRC ¼ 0.97) than for the regula-

tory domain (maximum AUBPRC ¼
0.78). Although the difference be-

tween positive and random variant

scores was significant in the catalytic

domain (Mann-Whitney U test, p ¼

1.65 3 10�4), it was only suggestive in the regulatory

domain (p ¼ 0.08). For both domains, the p.Ala222Val

background at 25 mg/mL folinate (‘‘AV25’’) map was the

best performing (p < 0.001, see material and methods for

test details). Interestingly, among the 78 individuals for

which p.Ala222Val status was available, the presence of

p.Ala222Val was starkly elevated among homocystinuria

cases (OR ¼ 15.7; p < 2.2 3 10�16; Fisher’s exact test), ex-

plaining why a map in the p.Ala222Val background was

the most predictive.

We evaluated the ability of the AV25 map to distinguish

positive from random reference variants and compared

the results with multiple computational predictors. Exam-

ining the regulatory domain separately, the AV25 map

showed an AUBPRC of 0.78, which was statistically

indistinguishable from that of PROVEAN46,47 (0.77), Poly-

Phen-248,49 (0.66), SNAP250 (0.67), CADD46,47 (0.81), and

Deogen248 (0.8). The fraction of positive reference vari-

ants that could be recovered at a stringent precision
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Figure 7. Diploid genotype-to-pheno-
type prediction
(A) Formal representations of the three
tested models with an example variant.
(B) The model predictions for all early-
onset, late-onset, and random reference co-
horts as they change with increasing
model complexity.
(C and D) Precision-recall curve of all
models, evaluated on early-onset cases
versus random reference individuals (C)
and early-onset versus late-onset individ-
uals (D).
threshold (recall at 90% precision, or R90P) was 29%

for AV25, which was numerically better than the

computational method (R90P was 17%, 0%, 0%, 0%,

and 8% for PolyPhen-2, PROVEAN, SNAP2, CADD, and

Deogen2, respectively). (see material and methods for

details).

For the catalytic domain, the comparisonwas clearer (see

Figure 6C). Here, AV25 achieved an AUBPRC of 0.97,

which outperformed every tested computational predictor:

AUBPRC values were 0.74, 0.85, 0.76, 0.73, and 0.76 for

PolyPhen-2, PROVEAN, SNAP2, CADD, and Deogen2,

respectively. Our AV25 map showed an R90P of 75%,

which was again higher than was obtained by each of

the computational methods: R90P values were 0%, 44%,

11%, 0%, and 33% for PolyPhen-2, PROVEAN, SNAP2,

CADD, and Deogen2, respectively. Thus, although the

AV25 map performed only on par with computational

methods for the regulatory domain, it clearly outper-

formed computational methods in identifying pathogenic

variation in the catalytic domain.

To provide evidence for clinical variant interpretation

within a Bayesian framework,49 we derived a log-likelihood

ratio (LLRp) of pathogenicity for each variant by treating

catalytic and regulatory domains separately (see material

and methods and Table S2). The respective shapes of the

LLRp functions (Figure S7C) show that, although regulato-

ry domain scores tend to only be useful for predicting path-

ogenicity, scores in the catalytic domain can provide

strong evidence for either pathogenicity or benignity.

LLRp values calculated with our linear models for all

possible folinate concentrations up to 200 mg/mL in both
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backgrounds showed a clear impact

for p.Ala222Val on the likelihood of

pathogenicity and the dependence

of pathogenicity on folinate levels

(Figure 6E).

Finally, we compared AV25 map

scores with literature-curated mea-

surements of in vivo enzyme activities.

Although activities measured for the

same variants often varied consider-

ably in literature, we nonetheless

observed a significant correlation (r ¼
0.48; p ¼ 9.9 3 10�5; Figure S7B). In
keeping with our observations in our map, regulatory-

domain variants tended to display higher enzyme activity.

Assigning personalized MTHFR functionality scores to

diploid genotypes

Of the MTHFR deficiency cases for which we had data (Ta-

ble S3A), 27 had at least one missense variant. These

yielded a positive reference cohort of 15 individuals with

early-onset and 12 with late-onset MTHFR deficiency. As

a random reference cohort (Table S3B), we used phased

diploid genotypes for 77 individuals from the 1000 Ge-

nomes Project.51

To assign individualized scores to diploid genotypes, we

developed a series of three models (Figure 7A; material and

methods), differing only in how the presence of multiple

in cis variants should be handled for calculating an allele

score. The first model (M1) was the most naive, in that it

scored only the rare variant in each allele (we saw no in-

stances of multiple in cis rare missense variants) and

ignored the presence of common variants (p.Ala222Val

and p.Glu429Ala). The second model (M2) exploited our

map of genetic interactions with p.Ala222Val for each

variant. Finally, the third model (M3) considered

p.Glu429Ala and used the genetic-interaction model to

combine the rare variant with p.Ala222Val and a simple

product rule to account for additional impacts of

p.Glu429Ala. Each model then derived an LLR score for

each individual by taking the minimum of each individ-

ual’s two LLRs of their two alleles in trans.

We evaluated each model’s ability to distinguish early-

onset cases from random reference individuals (Figures



7B and 7C). Changes between M2 and M3 were subtle and

did not result in any differences in rank order between the

two models. Accordingly, their PRC curves were identical,

and they both significantly outperformed the naive model

M1 (p ¼ 0.009; AUBPRCs 0.96 and 0.96 versus AUBPRC

0.95).

Finally, we wished to evaluate the models in terms of the

much more challenging task of distinguishing between

early-onset and late-onset cases. Models M1, M2, and M3,

yielded statistically indistinguishable (p > 0.17 for all pair-

wise comparisons) AUBPRC performances of 0.76, 0.67,

and 0.67, respectively. Model M1 was significantly better

than random guessing (p ¼ 0.005), whereas models M2

and M3, were still strongly suggestive (p ¼ 0.071 and

0.071), despite the fact that their LLR functions had not

been calibrated for this distinction.
Discussion

Considering factors influencing the penetrance of genetic

variation inMTHFR led us to assess the function of variants

in different environments (folinate levels) and genetic

backgrounds (WT and p.Ala222Val). We were thus able to

comprehensively enumerate these effects and show that

both folinate and p.Ala222Val substantially modulate the

effects of many variants.

Using our atlas, we have gleaned new insight into multi-

ple biochemical mechanisms within MTHFR and specif-

ically into the role of a disordered loop in cofactor reten-

tion and the mechanism of SAM-mediated inhibition of

MTHFR. The latter also led to our discovery of specific var-

iants that suppress SAM-mediated inhibition and thus lead

to hyperactivity of the enzyme.

A number of general observations could be made from

the atlas (Figure 3 and Figure S4). For example, variants

in the catalytic domain appeared substantially less fit

than those in the regulatory domain. Although visually

evident in all maps, this could be an artifact of a yeast assay

that does not reflect human physiological conditions. The

idea that variants in the catalytic region do tend to have

stronger impacts in humans is supported by (1) the obser-

vation that catalytic-region variants from the gnomAD-

derived random reference cohort tended to have lower

allele frequencies and to be less often homozygous than

those in the regulatory region and (2) by literature-curated

enzymatic activity measurements for homocystinemia

cases that showed higher activity for regulatory than for

catalytic-domain variants.

Most variants in the hydrophobic core, in the active site,

and at other molecular interaction interfaces were

observed to be functionally abnormal (Figure 1D). Interest-

ingly, residues located at the dimerization interface were

not significantly more sensitive to mutation than the re-

maining surface of the regulatory domain, matching obser-

vations that dimerization is not strictly necessary for

MTHFR function.36
The Americ
Our atlas offered insight on two novel aspects of

MTHFR’s biochemistry. A disordered loop stretching across

positions 159–174 was implicated as a potential ‘‘tether’’

for an aromatic residue at position 165. This residue is, in

the absence of folate, modeled as forming a l-stacking

interaction with FAD’s flavin group and thus aiding in

FAD cofactor retention. Intriguingly, in E. coli and

S. cerevisiae, this loop is shorter (PDB: 6PEY and PDB:

6FNU) and does not contain aromatic residues. The fact

that both E. coli and S. cerevisiae, unlike mammals, are

capable of folate biosynthesis and thus do not depend on

dietary folate suggests that the origin of this feature is nat-

ural selection for an ability tomaintain enzyme function at

low substrate concentrations.

When examining general trends related to folinate

responsiveness, we found hypomorphs more likely to be

folinate responsive than both neutral variants and null-

like variants (Figure 2D). This mirrors similar observations

that were made with respect to vitamin-B6-responsive var-

iants in the protein cystathionine beta-synthase (CBS) 12

and is consistent with the idea that hypomorphs are

more likely to benefit from small-molecule chaperoning.

Another biochemical insight was the (experimentally

confirmed) loss of SAM suppression in the Glu463Asn

variant, as predicted by hypercomplementation in the

atlas. Many variants in the regulatory domain showed hy-

percomplementation, possibly due to disrupted SAM sup-

pression. Reduced SAM suppression could result frommul-

tiple mechanisms, e.g., disruption of the SAM/SAH

binding interface, the ability to distinguish between SAM

and SAH, the conformational change required to propa-

gate the sensing of SAM, or regulatory-domain stability.

However, our atlas scores cannot distinguish among these

mechanisms.

This raises the question of what effects (if any) hyper-

complementing MTHFR variants may have on human

health. Although p.Glu463Asn has not yet been observed

in human subjects, two other variants that appear as hy-

percomplementers in our assay have been seen in late-

onset cases of MTHFR deficiency: p.Arg325Cys and

p.Val575Gly. The former affects an arginine in close struc-

tural proximity to the negatively charged polyglutamyla-

tion tail of bound folates. This could conceivably alter

enzyme kinetics. However, it is also possible that folate pol-

yglutamylation functions slightly differently in yeast and

humans. The latter variant, p.Val575Gly, replaces a valine

engaged in multiple hydrophobic interactions in the core

of the regulatory domain with a glycine. This might affect

the regulatory domain fold, e.g., its stability, to render

MTHFR constitutively active.

The atlas revealed interesting patterns of genetic interac-

tions with the common p.Ala222Val variant. The serine-

rich region, the inter-domain linker, and the N-terminal

halves of both the catalytic and regulatory domains were

found to be enriched for genetic interactions. Structurally,

these regions are all in direct contact with each other (clus-

tered around the linker) and are likely to play a role in
an Journal of Human Genetics 108, 1283–1300, July 1, 2021 1295



allosteric conformational change induced by SAM. Addi-

tional hotspots of genetic interaction were observed. For

example, positions 324–329 form a positive-interaction

hotspot atop a TIM barrel alpha helix and near folate’s pol-

yglutamyl tail. Most substitutions in this hotspot appeared

hypomorphic; many hydrophobic substitutions were

strongly folinate remediable, and polar substitutions

showed positive genetic interaction with p.Ala222Val, sug-

gesting that these residues control substrate affinity

(decreasing affinity would be remediable by higher

substrate concentration, whereas heightened folate occu-

pancy would tend to retain FAD and rescue p.Ala222Val).

A negative-interaction hotspot can be found at residues

200–207, which form a small loop covering the adenosine

group of FAD, andmutations heremay decrease FAD reten-

tion and thus exacerbate the effects of p.Ala222Val.

Although further mechanistic modeling will be required,

our map of both positive and negative genetic interactions

with p.Ala222Val, exhibiting both folinate-dependent and

-independent components, may help distinguish among

possible models of the complex interplay between

p.Ala222Val and catalytic and regulatory functions.

For the common p.Glu429Ala variant, our map indicated

neutrality but also negative genetic interaction with

p.Ala222Val. Structurally, Glu429 is located on the surface

of the regulatory domain, where its hydrophilic residue is

exposed to the surrounding solvent to stabilize MTHFR’s

regulatory domain. If p.Glu429Ala slightly alters the stabil-

ity of the regulatory domain, this could explain its negative

interaction with p.Ala222Val. However, the in cis co-occur-

rence of these polymorphisms is quite rare (found in none

of the homocystinemia cases we considered and in only

one individual in the 1000 Genomes control dataset).

Although only early diagnosis and timely therapy14,16

can prevent long-term complications in individuals with

homocystinurias, only a few newborn screening programs

worldwide target MTHFR deficiency. This is both because

the screening for decreased methionine levels in dried

blood spots has low sensitivity52 and because tHcy

screening as a primary marker is expensive. It is therefore

worth considering whether future newborn screening pro-

grams based on genome sequencing (with subsequent

tHcy testing if indicated) could improve the early detection

and outcomes for MTHFR deficiency.

In predicting variant pathogenicity, our map scores

greatly outperformed a number of computational predic-

tors, especially in the catalytic domain. In the regulatory

domain, a few conservation-based predictors, such as PRO-

VEAN and CADD, were able to achieve higher AUBPRCs,

but they were not able to achieve a higher recall at 90%

precision than the maps. We quantitatively summarized

evidence for pathogenicity both for given alleles and for

diploid genotypes while accounting for genetic back-

ground. We found that the experimental map in the

p.Ala222Val background at 25 mg/mL folinic acid per-

formed significantly better than all other maps. This is

consistent with the observation that, among the homocys-
1296 The American Journal of Human Genetics 108, 1283–1300, July
tinemia cases’ genotypes collected as part of our reference

sets, the allele frequency of p.Ala222Val was noticeably

elevated (MAF ¼ 41%) relative to the general population

(OR ¼ 1.57; p < 7.5 3 10�3; Fisher’s exact test). Finally,

we found that when considering the full diploid genetic

context, models accounting for genetic interactions

involving p.Ala222Val significantly improved our perfor-

mance in classifying subjects by the presence of severe

MTHFR deficiency.

The experimental framework we used to generate our

MTHFR atlas had some limitations. Altough the yeast-

based experimental system performs very well in our

benchmark tests with respect to predicting variant patho-

genicity, some variant map scores were discordant with

their presence in the positive or random (presumed

neutral) reference sets, and it is possible that a human-

cell-based complementation assay with the potential to

capture more organism-specific mechanisms might have

made a difference. However, it is difficult to say which (if

any) of these cases are failings of the experimental system

as opposed to previous misclassifications of reference vari-

ants. Examples of discordant variants included the anno-

tated-pathogenic variant p.Ala175Thr (observed as

c.523G>A in humans), which exhibited 36% functionality

(in the 25 mg/mL folinate p.Ala222Val map that performed

best in predicting pathogenicity). Although this indicated

reduced function, this score was not low enough for us

to predict pathogenicity by using our LLRp approach.

Ala175 is located at the top of an alpha helix within the

TIM barrel of the catalytic domain, in close proximity to

the FAD’s diphosphate. Our atlas provided suggestive evi-

dence (posterior probability ¼ 77%) for a negative genetic

interaction with p.Ala222Val. Of the two cases reported to

have carried this mutation, the p.Ala222Val status is only

known for one of them (heterozygous), but unfortunately

without phasing information. Thus, this variant may be

pathogenic in an p.Ala222Val-dependent manner, but

our assay failed to predict it as such. In another example,

the random reference set variant p.His263Pro (observed

as c.788A>C in humans) appeared hypomorphic (21%

functionality, again in the 25 mg/mL folinate p.Ala222Val

map), despite a relatively high MAF of 3 3 10�4 and 36

heterozygous individuals in gnomAD. Although there is

no clinical evidence for the pathogenicity of His263 vari-

ants, the fact that His263 is located within an alpha helix

and forms part of the NADPH and folate binding site and

that proline substitutions tend to break helices supports

the map-derived suggestion that p.His263Pro is function-

ally abnormal.

There are many limitations in our ability to provide in-

terpretations for map scores on an absolute scale. We

expect that functionality scores are monotonically related

to yeast cell fitness; however, the precise relationship re-

mains unknown. Although our scores have been scaled

such that scores of 0 correspond to themedian of nonsense

variants and scores of 1 to the median of synonymous var-

iants, intermediate scores most likely have a non-linear
1, 2021



relationship with cellular fitness, and a (most likely

different) non-linear relationship with enzyme activity. A

reduced score could result from a variant’s impact on total

enzyme activity via impacts on specific activity, on protein

expression level, or both. Moreover, loss-of-function vari-

ants in the regulatory domain affect activity and/or cellular

fitness differently than loss of function in the catalytic

domain, so that the relationship between the map score,

enzyme activity, and cellular fitness might differ between

regions. Therefore, our maps might benefit from further

calibration of non-linear scaling (e.g., enabled by compet-

itive-growth assays allowing direct and quantitative com-

parison of the growth impact of variants in different re-

gions), such that intermediate scores from different

regions can be made more comparable. However, scaling

such that scores in each region correspond to a similar

extent of functional loss might not yield the optimal

scaling for predicting impacts on human health. This high-

lights the importance of transforming scores into log-likeli-

hood ratios of pathogenicity (LLRp), to predict the human

impacts of MTHFR variants.

Our underlying variant pool is composed of clones

that, in many cases, carry more than one variant. More-

over, variants falling outside of each sequenced tile are

not observed. Thus, success of the TileSeq approach

requires that each scored variant be present in many in-

dependent clones so that the effect of unseen second

variants ‘‘averages out.’’ This is analogous to the ability

of genome-wide association approaches to associate

traits with individual variants despite millions of inter-

individual differences at other genomic sites. The effects

of background variation do tend to average out, as evi-

denced by the strong separation between synonymous

and nonsense variant scores (Figure 1B). Although we

cannot be sure that the measures of genetic interaction

and folate dependence we derived are robust to unseen

variation, our ability to use this data to find and

confirm individual mechanistic insights such as those

for Trp165 and Glu463 suggest that they are.

In order to model each variant’s dependence on folinate

and p.Ala222Val status, we used a parsimonious linear

model allowing extrapolation to other folinate concentra-

tions. However, the linear model undoubtedly simplifies

true behavior and should only be applied within the range

of folinate levels tested.

Our complementation assay only assesses MTHFR vari-

ants at the level of overall activity. Reduced overall activity

could stem from reduced protein stability that lowers total

activity while maintaining specific activity or from reduced

specific activity without lowered protein abundance. Thus,

observation of decreased functionality does not, by itself,

provide a mechanistic explanation. Although resolving

folate responsiveness and genetic interactions provided

additional clues as to these mechanisms, more concrete ex-

planations could be found through the use of additional

sub-functional assays, e.g., of protein-protein interaction,

protein stability, or responses to regulatory stimuli.
The Americ
Few variant effect maps have been previously re-

ported,12,53,54 and here we explored an atlas of dynamic

functionality landscapes across combinations of environ-

ments and genetic backgrounds. It is worth noting that

the most useful map for predicting pathogenicity was

measured in 25 mg/mL folinate in the p.Ala222Val back-

ground. It would have been impossible a priori to predict

which of the contexts we examined would be optimal,

highlighting the value for future variant effect mapping

studies to consider a range of environmental and genetic

factors relevant to variant penetrance.
Data and code availability

The TileSeq sequence analysis software can be found on Github at

https://github.com/rothlab/tileseq_package (version 1.5). The

MAVE scoring pipeline can be found on Github at https://

github.com/jweile/tileseqMave (the version at commit number

fa8b190 was used). Custom scripts for all downstream analyses

can be found on Github at https://github.com/jweile/

mthfrModel. The functionality values for all eight experimental

variant effect maps have been deposited on MaveDB55 under

accession number urn:mavedb:00000049. Derived maps of basic

functionality, folinate-response, folinate-independent genetic in-

teractions and folinate-dependent genetic interactions, as well as

lists of variants significantly responding to folinate supplementa-

tion or significantly interacting with p.Ala222Val, can be found in

Table S2. The literature-curated homocystinemia case genotypes

and phenotypes for evaluation and the 1000 Genomes random

reference genotypes can be found in Table S3.
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